
Drama A-LEVEL Bridging Work Part 2 
 
 
We study the A-Level Edexcel Drama and Theatre studies course which follows the same structure as GCSE drama.  
 
Component 1 (completed in Year 12): Devising an original piece of theatre from a stimulus. The stimulus is an extract 
from a published play and the work you create must be inspired by a theatre practitioner. Alongside the process you 
will write a portfolio of evidence outlining how you are developing your work and how you are linking theory and 
practice.  
 
Component 2 (completed in Year 13): Scripted performance. You will perform a monologue or a duologue as well as 
an adapted play text in a group.  
 
Component 3 (completed in Year 13): A written paper in three sections. Section A: Analysis and Evaluation of Live 

Theatre, Section B: Set Text = Machinal. Two questions on staging an extract of this set text, one from the point of 

view of an actor and the other from the point of view of a designer, Section C: Woyzeck. One question from a 

director’s point of view and considering the work of theatre practitioner – Brecht.  

This task will be linked to Component 3 (the written paper), Section A in which you analyse and evaluate a piece 

of live theatre  

Task A: Choose ONE online theatre production to watch. Check out the link below to see what is available for you to 

watch online for free:  

https://www.whatsonstage.com/london-theatre/news/stage-shows-musicals-opera-free-streamonline_51198.html  

Task B: Complete notes on the production using a template like this:  

Play title:  
Playwright:  
Venue in which it was performed:  

Cast list:  
Here list the main characters and the actors who 
played them 
Creative list:  
Here list the names and roles of the creative team e.g. 
director, set designer, sound designer etc.  

Director’s 
choices/approach  

Acting  Set 
design/staging 

Lighting design Costume design Sound design 

 
 
 
 

     

Key moment 1 Key moment 2 Key moment 3 

In this final section choose three key 
moments in the performance 
describing what happened and why 
they were significant.  

  

 

Top Tip: Reading reviews of the play you have watched (try The Stage and The Guardian websites) can help you 

consolidate your thinking and opinions of the performance you have watched and also provide you with useful 

vocabulary to use in your own work.  

Theatrical elements to consider:  

Directors Performers  Designers  

Directorial style  
Staging  

Acting style 
Movement 

Set 
Lighting 

https://www.whatsonstage.com/london-theatre/news/stage-shows-musicals-opera-free-streamonline_51198.html


Target audience 
Choice of theatre 
Use of text – cuts/edits? 
Practitioner influence 
Interpretation/concept  

Physicality  
Vocals 
Facial expressions  
Delivery of text  
Characterisation  
Use of proxemics/stage space  

Sound 
Costume 
Stage make-up/special effects 
Projections/multi-media 
Props 
Stage space  

 

Task C: Once you have completed your notes, try to condense them into 500 words – this is what you will be allowed 

to take into the exam with you.  

Task D: Write a 1000-word review of the play that you watched. Make sure you use the notes that you created.  

Use the following structure:  

1. Introduction – what did you watch, what was it about, what were your initial impressions of the production?  

2. Director’s concept – comment on the style of the play – modern, naturalistic, abstract, physical? Was this 

effective?  

3. Acting – analyse and evaluate two or three of the actors in the key moments you outlined in your notes.  

4. Design – analyse and evaluate the design of the production and how these design elements enhanced the 

director’s concept.  

5. Conclusion: Summarise YOUR thoughts about the production – was it powerful? Did it have a strong 

impression on you? Do you think other young people would relate to it?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analyse Evaluate 

Picking out key ideas or concepts and being 
able to say how they were explored by the 
directors, performers or designers  
 

Forming a judgement about whether an 
idea or performance element has worked 
or not with effective supporting evidence  
 


